Abstract. The problem of cosmic ray origin is briefly discussed. The discussion covers the acceleration in supernova remnants, the diffusion model of cosmic ray propagation in the Galaxy, the nature of "knee" in cosmic ray spectrum, and the connection to gamma-ray astronomy.
INTRODUCTION
Our Galaxy is filled with cosmic rays, a relativistic gas of high-energy protons, electrons and heavy nuclei. In interstellar space these cosmic rays have an average energy density of ~ 1 eVcm -3 -comparable to the energy density of the galactic magnetic field -with energy spectra that extend to a maximum energy above 10 20 eV. The highest energy cosmic rays probably have an extragalactic origin. The overall energy spectrum of cosmic rays above 10 10 eV where it is not significantly influenced by the solar wind modulation is well described by a power law with the evident feature, the "knee", at 4×10 15 eV, the second knee at 3×10 17 -10 18 eV, and the flat supposedly extragalactic component at energies more than about 3×10 18 eV, see Fig.  1 . The origin of relativistic particles is associated with the most energetic astronomical objects in the Galaxy primarily with supernovae and also with pulsars, compact accreting systems, powerful stellar winds and possible Galactic progenitors of gammaray bursts. The charged energetic particles diffuse in random magnetic fields that explain their high isotropy and relatively long confinement time in the Galaxy. The galactic diffusion model explains the data on particle energy spectra, composition, and anisotropy. It also provides a basis for the interpretation of radio-astronomical, X-ray and gamma-ray measurements since the non-thermal continuous radiation in space is produced by the energetic particles -electrons, protons, and nuclei.
The astrophysical aspect of cosmic ray research has its genesis from the work of Baade and Zwicky in 1934 [2] when they linked the appearance of supernovae with neutron-star formation and cosmic ray generation. In 1949, Fermi [3] regarded cosmic rays as a gas of relativistic charged particles moving in interstellar magnetic fields. His paper laid the groundwork for the modern theory of cosmic-ray acceleration and transport. The close link between radioastronomy and electron component of cosmic rays was conclusively established at the time of the Paris Symposium on radioastronomy in 1958 [4] and it marked the birth of cosmic ray astrophysics. The basic model of the origin of galactic cosmic rays was presented by Ginzburg and Syrovatskii [5] shortly after that. At present time, the advance in our understanding of galactic extragalactic? knee 2nd knee? FIGURE 1. The spectrum of cosmic rays at energies above 100 GeV with the experimental data collected in [1] .
the processes with energetic particles in violent astronomical objects is essentially determined by the progress in gamma-ray astronomy. The current state of the art in cosmic ray astrophysics was reviewed in [6] . The present paper is a brief discussion of the subject.
ACCELERATION OF GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS
Cosmic rays with energies up to 10 14 Z eV (Z is the particle charge) are thought to arise predominantly through the diffusive shock acceleration by Galactic supernova remnants (SNRs), e.g. [6, 7] . This energy may be larger in the case of supernova explosion in a wind of progenitor star with strong magnetic field as was suggested in [8] . The acceleration of fast particles diffusing near the shock front where the gas compression occurs is a version of Fermi type acceleration. The above estimate of maximum particle energy is based on the assumption of Bohm diffusion in the interstellar magnetic field upstream of the shock, so that the diffusion coefficient of an energetic particle with momentum p is D B = vr g /3, where v is the particle velocity, and r g = pc/ZeB is the particle Larmor radius. The characteristic time of the diffusive shock acceleration is then t a ~ D B /u sh 2 , where u sh is the shock velocity. The transformation of 10% to 30% of kinetic energy of supernova ejecta W sn ≈ 10 51 erg can sustain the observed cosmic ray density.
The synchrotron radio emission of SNRs testifies the presence of electrons with energies up to 30 GeV, e.g. [9] (the relativistic electrons account for 1 -10% of all galactic cosmic rays). The analysis of synchrotron emission in Cas A [10] showed the presence of electrons with energies up to 200 GeV at the strength of magnetic field about 500 µG in this young SNR.
The EGRET instrument has found gamma-signals at the photon energy ≥ 100 MeV at least from two SNRs: IC443 and  γ-Cygni [11] . They are apparently produced through the π 0 → 2γ decays that accompany the interactions of energetic protons with energies up to a few GeV with the background gas.
Further evidence for the acceleration in SNRs came from the recent spacecraft observations of non-thermal X-ray emission from SN1006, RX J1713.7-3946, IC443, RCW 86, and Cas A fulfilled by the X-ray observatories ASCA, RXTE, ROSAT, Chandra, and XMM/Newton. It was interpreted as the synchrotron emission of electrons accelerated up to energies as high as 100 TeV, see [12, 13] for review. The inverse Compton scattering of background photons by these electrons and/or the gamma rays generated via π 0 decays are the most probable mechanisms of the emission of TeV gamma rays detected from RX J1713.7-3946 [14] and Cas A [15] . (The detection of TeV gamma-ray flux from SN1006 [16] was not confirmed by the recent HESS observations [17] .)
It is remarkable that in general the shell SNRs at the age of more than a few thousand years are not prominent sources of TeV gamma rays, see e.g. [18, 19] in spite of the encouraging preliminary theoretical estimates [20, 21] that were made based on the standard shock acceleration model which includes the premise of Bohm diffusion and on the assumption that the observed galactic cosmic rays are produced by SNRs. A variety of theoretical constructions were suggested to resolve this problem [22 -26] . In particular, in our paper [26] it was suggested that the strong non-linear wave interactions in not very young SNRs dampen the turbulence, increase the diffusion coefficient, and rapidly decrease the maximum energy of accelerating particles which produce gamma-ray emission. The ultimate choice between different models of high energy processes in supernova remnants will be probably made when the data from the new generation of space (GLAST) gamma-ray experiments in conjunction with new X-ray satellites and ground-based (CANGAROO-III, HESS, VERITAS, MAGIC) instruments will be available.
Whereas the efficient acceleration of cosmic rays with energies up to 10 14 eV in young SNRs is indicated by the observations of their non-thermal radiation and is supported by the theory of diffusive shock acceleration, the explanation of cosmic-ray spectrum at higher energies was till recently a challenge for cosmic-ray astrophysics. As pointed out above, the estimate of the maximum energy of accelerated particles in SNRs, 10 14 Z eV, is based on the Bohm limit for cosmic-ray diffusion in interstellar magnetic field and it is less but close to the knee position, 4×10 15 eV, in observed cosmic-ray spectrum. Thus, by stretching a point, the knee may indicate the limit of proton acceleration by supernova shocks. Further acceleration could be in principle achieved in a two-stage model where the individual supernova remnants accelerate particles up to the knee and the subsequent energy gain results from the collective reacceleration on shocks produced by other supernovae [27, 28] . The detection of TeV gamma-rays from the stellar association Cygnus OB2 is the signature of very-high energy non-thermal processes operating in a system of multiple stellar winds and supernova shocks [29, 30] . Also, in a plerion (the SNR with a pulsar inside the envelope), the reacceleration could be due to the pulsar activity [31] .
The ultra high energies can be reached in a process of particle acceleration at the termination shock [32] or in the interaction regions [33] of the Galactic wind. Note, that the existence of Galactic wind is not proved but is quite possible in particular in the model where the cosmic-ray pressure drives the wind flow [34] .
In principle, the relativistic winds of newly born magnetars (neutron stars with surface magnetic fields about 10 15 G) can accelerate particles up to 10 21 eV [35, 36] , but they are very rare events in the Galaxy.
The recent analysis of plasma instability that accompanies cosmic-ray acceleration by a supernova shock [37, 26, 38] demonstrated the possibility of considerable amplification of random magnetic field in the shock precursor that results in gaining much higher particle energy than is given by the standard Bohm limit calculated for the undisturbed interstellar magnetic field. The evidence about generation of strong random magnetic field by cosmic-ray streaming instability follows from the data on the synchrotron X-ray radiation from some young SNRs, e.g. [13] . For example, an estimate from X-ray morphology yields magnetic field ~ 0.1 mG in Cas A that is much larger than the compressed interstellar field could give [39] . In these conditions the maximum particle energy can reach 10 17 Z eV that is close to the required galactic limit as might be indicated by the position of the second knee in the observed spectrum of ultra high energy cosmic rays. However, this promising estimate is devalued by the results of the calculations of the particle flux -the flux turns out to be low at the highest energies which can be achieved in the process of acceleration. As it was shown in [38] , the average spectrum of high-energy cosmic rays injected into the interstellar medium from a SNR during its' adiabatic evolution on Sedov stage (typically the period from 300 yr to 30000 yr after the SN explosion) is close to E -2 , whereas it is close to E -4.5 at the preceding ejecta-dominated stage of SNR evolution, see Fig 2. (The steady state spectrum of cosmic rays observed at the Earth is steeper than the source spectrum because of the effect of energy dependent leakage of cosmic rays from the Galaxy, see next Section.) The transition from one regime to another one marks the position of the knee in the source spectra of constituent accelerated ions at energy about 10 16 Zξ cr eV. Here ξ cr characterizes the efficiency of cosmic ray acceleration, so that the cosmic ray pressure at the shock is the fraction of upstream momentum flux entering the shock front: P cr = ξ cr ρu sh 2 . The numerical simulations [40] give ξ cr ~ 0.5 for the shocks with very high Mach numbers.
According to the theory, the breaks and cutoffs in the spectra of ions with different charges should occur at the same magnetic rigidity, i.e. at the same ratio E/Z for the relativistic nuclei. The data of KASCADE experiment [41] for the most abundant groups of nuclei (protons, helium, CNO group, and the iron group nuclei) are, in general, consistent with this concept. According to [42] the fit to the observations is reached if an individual constituent ion spectrum has a gradual steepening by ∆γ ~ 2 at 4×10 15 Z eV that is in agreement with the model prediction [38] . The serious problem of data interpretation exists with the second knee in the cosmic ray spectrum. The natural assumption that each individual ion has only one knee at the same ratio p/Z for all species and that the knee in the spectrum of iron nuclei (Z=26) expected then at about 8×10 16 eV would explain the second knee in the all-particle spectrum does not agree with the observed position of the second knee at about 5×10
17

FIGURE 2. The solid line shows the average source spectrum Q(p)p 4 c = q(E)E 2 (q(E)
is the differential spectrum on energy E ≈ pc) calculated in [38] for the protons released into the interstellar medium during SNR evolution after SNII explosion in the wind of a Red Super Giant progenitor star. It is given in units (ξ cr /0.5)ν sn W sn per unit solid angle, where ν sn is the supernova rate per unit volume. The dashed line presents the case of a SNIa explosion in a uniform interstellar gas; the average source spectrum is multiplied by 1/4. The dotted line shows the shape of the proton source spectrum found in [42] from the fit the KASCADE data.
eV. The way out was suggested in [43] where the dispersion of parameters of SN explosions was taken into account in the calculations of the knee position and the maximum particle energy. It leads to the widening of the energy interval between two knees in the overall all-particle spectrum. This analysis should be supplemented by the account of different chemical composition of the progenitor star winds that determines the composition of accelerated cosmic rays [44] .
It should be noted that the model [45] is quite consistent with the falling off of the flux from the Galactic sources above 8×10 16 eV since the conjunction with the intergalactic cosmic ray flux in this model occurs at relatively low energy.
TRANSPORT OF HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS IN THE GALAXY
The basic model for the investigation of cosmic-ray propagation in the Galaxy is the flat halo diffusion model [46, 47] . The model has simple geometry which reflects, however, the most essential features of the real system. It is assumed that the system has the shape of a cylinder with a radius R (~ 30 kpc) and total height 2H (H > 3 kpc), see Fig. 3 . The cosmic-ray sources are distributed within an inner disk having characteristic thickness 2h (~ 300 pc). The diffusion of cosmic rays averaged over the scale of a few hundred parsecs is close to isotropic. After release into the interstellar space from their sources (the SNRs), the relativistic particles diffuse in interstellar magnetic fields and finally escape through the halo boundaries into intergalactic space where the density of cosmic rays is negligible. The diffusion approximation is probably valid for cosmic rays with energies not much larger than 10 17 Z eV. The direct trajectory calculations of charged particle motion in galactic magnetic fields are used to find the cosmic-ray density at higher energies.
The study of the transport of the cosmic-ray nuclear component in the Galaxy requires a consideration of nuclear spallation and ionization energy losses. Hundreds of stable and radioactive isotopes should be included in the calculations of nuclear fragmentation and transformation of energetic nuclei in the course of their interaction with interstellar gas. The electron-positron component and the energetic antiprotons, which are produced in a course of cosmic-ray propagation, also need to be incorporated in the calculation procedure. The approximate analytical solutions, e.g. [48, 49] , and the full-scale numerical solutions, e.g. [50] , of the diffusion transport equations for the entire Galaxy and for all cosmic-ray species are used. The simulation of cosmic-ray transport and comparison with the data on cosmic-ray energy spectrum, composition, and anisotropy allow the determination of parameters of the model: the source power (about 3×10 40 erg/s in the entire Galaxy), the energy dependent diffusion coefficient (with a characteristic value 3×10 28 cm 2 /s at energy ~ 1 GeV/n), the size of cosmic-ray halo (about 5 Kpc in the static model without Galactic wind), the leakage time of cosmic rays from the Galaxy (about 10 8 yr at energy ~ 1 GeV/n), the velocity of possible convective transport of cosmic rays (about 20 km/s at distances up to a few kiloparsecs above the Galactic plane), etc.
One of the major channels of information about cosmic-ray propagation is the abundance of secondary energetic nuclei produced as the result of spallation of more heavy primary nuclei interacting with the interstellar gas. The observed ratio of fluxes of secondary to primary nuclei, for example the Boron to Carbon ratio, is decreasing with energy at E > 1 GeV/nucleon that is naturally explained by the increase of the diffusion coefficient with magnetic rigidity D ~ vR a (the particle magnetic rigidity is R = pc/Ze). The index a = 0.55 was found in the empirical plain diffusion model, and a = 0.3 was determined in the diffusion model with cosmic ray distributed reacceleration by the interstellar turbulence. The leakage time of cosmic rays from the Galaxy decreases correspondingly. It does not refer to the energies less than 1 GeV/n where the rising with energy ratio of fluxes of secondary to primary nuclei is observed. Several versions of the basic diffusion model were considered in an attempt to determine which may explain the peak in secondary to primary ratio at 1 GeV/n and gives a better fit to the data at high energies, see e.g. [49] . The most popular explanations employ the effect of cosmic ray convection transport in the presence of galactic wind flow, and the influence of distributed stochastic reacceleration of cosmic rays in the interstellar medium on the spectra of primary and secondary species. As was said above, the knee in the cosmic-ray spectrum at 3×10 15 eV might be formed in a process of cosmic ray propagation in the Galaxy. The increased probability of escape from the Galaxy starting from this energy may explain the knee even if the source spectrum has a single power law. In particular, the knee might occur as a result of interplay between the diffusion of cosmic rays along magnetic field lines and the Hall diffusion perpendicular to the average, predominantly azimuthal, galactic magnetic field [51, 52] . This explanation implies that the source spectrum has no significant breaks up to about 10 18 eV. An essential common feature of the processes of particle acceleration and diffusion is their dependence on magnetic rigidity. The detailed behavior of high-energy spectra of individual elements in the total cosmic-ray flux is still to be determined. The analysis of energy dependence of cosmic-ray anisotropy is also very informative but statistically reliable data on anisotropy at 10 15 to 10 17 eV are not available yet (although the amplitude of cosmic-ray anisotropy about 0.2% at 2×10 15 eV was reported in [53] ).
The second knee in the cosmic-ray spectrum at 3×10 17 -10 18 eV may be due to the severe decrease of efficiency of Galactic sources and hence indicates the approaching to the ultimate limit of acceleration in the Galaxy. But as in the case with the first knee, there is an alternative interpretation that the second knee occurs because of the rapid decrease of cosmic-ray confinement time in the Galaxy. It might be due to the decline of efficient cosmic-ray scattering in random galactic magnetic fields whose main scale is of the order of L = 100 pc which is the Larmor radius for 10 17 Z eV particles. The scattering becomes inefficient at r g >> L. As noted above, the flux of galactic cosmic rays eventually dissolves in the extragalactic background at 3×10 18 -10 19 eV. The diffusion coefficient found in the frameworks of the empirical diffusion model agrees with the predictions of the theory of charged particle motion in galactic magnetic fields, e.g. [47] . The kinetic theory of cosmic ray transport in the Galaxy is constructed similarly to the well-studied case of cosmic ray transport in the heliosphere, e.g. [54] . A charged particle with a Larmor radius r g is scattered by magnetic irregularities of the size 1/ k ~ r g that leads to the spatial diffusion of cosmic rays. The diffusion is anisotropic locally and directed predominantly along the magnetic field but the large scale wandering of magnetic field lines makes diffusion close to isotropic on scales larger than 100 pc. The analysis of this anomalous perpendicular diffusion in quasistatic interstellar magnetic fields is not trivial and requires the consideration beyond the scope of standard quasilinear theory of weak turbulence [55, 56, 57] . The cosmic ray diffusion on "anisotropic in k-space" interstellar turbulence is the focus of attention of the present-day theoretical investigations, see [58] and references therein.
The collective effects not always allow considering the relativistic gas of cosmic rays as test particles diffusing in given galactic magnetic fields. In the advanced galactic wind model [34, 59, 60, 61] , the structure of the galactic halo, cosmic-ray transport coefficients and boundary conditions for galactic cosmic rays are not free parameters as they are in the semi-empirical models but are self-consistently determined by the power of cosmic-ray sources (the supernova remnants) in the galactic disk, together with the thermal energy input into the interstellar medium and the overall galactic mass and angular momentum structure. The streaming instability of cosmic rays, moving away from the Galaxy along the spiral magnetic field, creates small-scale Alfvénic turbulence that has the suitable form and amplitude to explain the value and energy dependence of the cosmic-ray diffusion coefficient. It is expected that the supersonic galactic wind flow terminates at about R = 300 Kpc where the wind bulk pressure is balanced by the pressure of intergalactic medium. The good fit to the data on cosmic ray spectra and composition demonstrates the great potential of this self-consistent model.
